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Persona

Name: Alex Johnson

Age: 18

Background: Alex is a soon-to-be high school
graduate with a diverse range of interests and a

strong academic record. Growing up in a
supportive but economically modest family, Alex is
the first in the family to navigate the complexities

of higher education and career planning.

Academic Profile: Alex has excelled in a variety of
subjects, from mathematics to literature,

showcasing a versatile skill set. Despite this
academic success, there is a sense of uncertainty

about which academic and career pathway to
pursue.



Persona
Name:  Maya Rodriguez

Age: 28

Background: Maya is a driven and ambitious
individual who has recently completed her

undergraduate studies with honors and is currently
pursuing a master's degree in environmental science.
She possesses a strong academic background, having

shown exceptional dedication to her studies
throughout her educational journey.

Challenges: Despite her enthusiasm and a well-
defined research proposal, Maya is facing a

significant challenge. There is a lack of professors
willing to supervise her research project. The specific

nature of her research topic, coupled with a busy
academic schedule among faculty members, has
made it difficult for her to find a suitable mentor.



Main
Problems
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51% of the studens lack expertise to choose
their major correctly at the begining of their
educational journey. (https://shorturl.at/cghs6
)

70% of students agree that online
classes are better than traditional
classroom settings (Source: University
of the Potomac)

76% of people think mentors are important, but
only 37% have one since it is very challenging to find a
right mentor. (https://shorturl.at/awCMZ)

High counseling fees, often in the hundreds of dollars, create a barrier for
students seeking guidance in choosing the right university. Breaking down
this cost barrier is crucial to ensure equal access to valuable resources for all
students, regardless of their financial means.
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https://potomac.edu/learning/online-learning-vs-traditional-learning/
https://potomac.edu/learning/online-learning-vs-traditional-learning/


Individualized
Approach with AI-

powered
technologies

Our services

Online Courses Career Consultancy  Mentorship
Research, project

etc.
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Features

Other sign in options 

Sign in\ Sign up panel

Logo

Featureswww.reallygreatsite.com



Features

Go to next page

Role selection for mobile platform

Selection of education

Featureswww.reallygreatsite.com



Features

Data Collection is done

Choose interest areas for better
experience

Featureswww.reallygreatsite.com



Features
Mentors according to each field

Logo

Featureswww.reallygreatsite.com

Mentors according to each field





Hüseynəli Qədirov

Fateh Zalıyev

Emil Rəhimov

Tahir Əskərli

Team

Data Scientist, CEO of

EcoGuardians,

Researcher

BP ACG wells Sand Detection

Algorithm Developer
Frontend

Developer,

ELM X Developer,

Javascript Mentor

Backend Developer,

Founder of

NextGenMortgage

Startup 

Mobile Developer

Mentor, Pasha

Hackaton winner,

Cofounder of

LearnEon





INFORMATIVE WEBSITE: https://learneon-production.vercel.app/

https://learneon-production.vercel.app/courses

VIDEO LINK:https://drive.google.com/file/d/1odYo3XUy7O6tGqzy0vcSecnNz34Bj88T/view?
usp=drive_link

Basic version of Mobile app will be available on appstore, waiting for approval


